To Neighbors Who Help Assault Upstanding Americans Targeted
by Corrupt, Criminal Agencies in Covert Mil/Intel Programs of
Assault & Torture
Please visit www.everydayconcerned.net to get informed.

Have you been “Notified” by a Fusion Center your neighbor is “Under Investigation”?
Have you been told this person is under “Court-Ordered Electronic Surveillance”?
Have you been told this person is “Mentally Unstable, Dangerous, an Extremist, a
Terrorist, a Spy, a Prostitute, a Pedophile”—who is being “Investigated”?
Are you assisting in Tracking, Surveiling, Painfully Activating RFID chips covertly
implanted on this person, with a cell phone, or other tracking & surveillance devices?
The NSA/FBI/DHS is running False Labeling Campaigns on innocent citizens,
upstanding and outstanding community members, activists, whistleblowers, writers.
Look up FBI/NSA/CIA whistleblowers Ted Gunderson, Geral Sosbee, Karen
Stewart, Thomas Drake, Mark Novitsky, William Binney, Robert Duncan
The CIA/DIA, with DARPA, and paid mercenary contractors, is running covert programs
of MK ULTRA-extended neuro-experimentation on these same community members.
The Department of Justice is covertly permitting the use of deadly radiation weapons—
as surveillance devices--on these persons, in experimental programs of biosurveillance and neuro-surveillance on their bodies and brains.
The DOD/USAF is running terminal field-testing programs of Directed-Energy-Weapons
on these persons, under cover of lies regarding “minimal risk.”
They are now Victims of Military and Intelligence Torture Experimentation and You are
helping in these experiments with every hit and tracking action you execute. YOU are

helping deliver deadly radiation attacks on these persons' bodies and brains.
Still want to keep tracking, targeting, and delivering deadly microwave hits on them?
You should know: You CAN be sued. THESE ARE CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. These
programs are now being exposed. Your complicity is being noted. You WILL be held accountable.
Stop now while you can, or prepare to be publicly named, shamed, and outed online for your
cowardice in assisting the corrupt and criminal agencies who Cannot commit these crimes, in the open,
without your assistance. You are complicit, and every targeted person you attack WILL hold you
accountable. Your actions are being documented.
The Rogue Factions (Neo-Nazi, Satanist, directed by corrupt, drug-dealing, pedophilic multinational corporates) in these Agencies are committing Hate Crimes of Assault and Torture, whatever
they may tell you about how “Legal” this covert and deadly radiation program is.
ASK THEM WHY THEY CAN'T CONFRONT THESE PERSONS OPENLY, LEGALLY,
LAWFULLY? Answer: BECAUSE THESE INNOCENT AMERICANS ARE NOT THE ONES
COMMITTING CRIMES HERE. Please find your spine, Say No, stop supporting these criminals.

